Influence of the location of nasal polyps on olfactory airflow and olfaction.
Chronic rhinosinusitis with nasal polyps (CRSwNP) often results in decreased olfaction. In this study, we examined the relationship between nasal polyp location and olfactory airflow and odorant transport changes using virtual nasal polyp models at different locations and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis. We also compared olfactory airflow and olfaction between patients with nasal polyps at different locations using CFD analysis and an olfactory test. Nasal computed tomography images were used to generate a normal model and 4 virtual nasal polyp models based on polyp locations, including the olfactory region (all-olfactory model), the region anterior to the olfactory region (preolfactory model), the middle meatus (middle-meatus model), and the superior meatus (superior-meatus model). Various airflow parameters were compared between these models and a normal model without polyps. We then performed a similar comparison between the 3-dimensional (3D) reconstruction models of patients with nasal polyps, and retrospectively investigated the correlation between olfaction and nasal polyp location in those patients. Virtual nasal polyp analysis revealed dispersion of olfactory airflow in the all-olfactory model. Olfactory airflow and odorant transport showed maximum decrease in the preolfactory model and a slight decrease in the superior-meatus model. Olfactory airflow by polyps was further decreased by blockade of the olfactory airflow inlet than of the outlet. The findings obtained by patients corresponded well to those of the virtual polyp analysis. Olfactory airflow and olfaction are differentially affected by nasal polyp location. This finding is important for planning polyp-removal surgeries from the perspective of improving patient olfaction.